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Abstract
A new algorithm is developed that automatically detects filaments on the
solar disc in Hα images. Preprocessing of Hα images include corrections for
limb darkening and foreshortening. Further, by applying suitable intensity and
size thresholds, filaments are extracted, while other solar features e.g. sunspots
and plages are removed. Filaments attributes such as their position on the solar
disc, total area, length, and number of fragments are determined. In addition,
every filament is also labelled with a unique number. The algorithm is capable
of following a particular filament through successive images which allows us to
detect the changes and disappearance of the same, and thus provides a real-
time warning of eruptive filaments. This aspect would prove to be of particular
importance in studies pertaining to space weather. The algorithm will eventually
be integrated with an upcoming telescope at Udaipur Solar Observatory for real
time monitoring of activated/eruptive filaments.
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1. Introduction
Filaments or prominences are low temperature and high density thread-like
structures that are observed along the polarity reversal lines between regions
of oppositely directed photospheric magnetic fields (Martin, 1998), suspended
in the hot and tenuous corona, and supported by magnetic fields. Further,
observations also show that there is always coronal magnetic field in the form
of an arcade overlying the filament. Most of the filaments end their period of
stay on the Sun by eruptions, where they rise slowly, and disappear over a
few hours time. It is now well accepted that coronal mass ejections (CMEs)
are very closely associated with such erupting filaments (Schmieder et al., 2002;
Gopalswamy et al., 2003). It was also found by Srivastava and Venkatakrishnan
(2004) that source regions of CMEs that are located close to the central meridian
of the Sun are the most likely ones to give rise to major geomagnetic storms
(Dst ≤ −100 nT) at the Earth.
1 Udaipur Solar Observatory email: janandd@prl.res.in
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Therefore, the study of filaments assumes significance from the point of view
of space weather. Other solar phenomena like CMEs (CDAW1, CACTUS2, etc.),
flares (TRACE Flare Catalog3) and sunspot groups (NOAA sunspot numbers4)
are very well catalogued, but at present a systematic cataloguing procedure for
filaments is not in place. We realise that in order to achieve this, it is increasingly
essential to have an automated system, and rely on human intervention as little
as possible. With this in mind, we will present an algorithm that would not only
detect a filament, but also its eruption in real-time.
In the past few years there have been many studies presenting an algo-
rithm for filament detection. Gao, Wang, and Zhou (2002) have used a fila-
ment disappearance detection algorithm to conduct a statistical analysis of fila-
ments for the year 1999 observed from the Big Bear Solar Observatory (BBSO).
Shih and Kowalski (2003) (hereafter referred to as SK03) have employed ad-
vanced local thresholding technique and morphological operations to efficiently
detect filaments. Qu et al. (2005) on the other hand have made use of a non-
linear multiscale filtering technique, the stabilized inverse diffusion equation
(SIDE), along with morphological operations to detect filaments and their dis-
appearance. Bernasconi, Rust, and Hakim (2005) have also developed an algo-
rithm that detects filaments, and characterises its spine, direction of barbs, and
hence determines the chirality. Fuller, Aboudarham, and Bentley (2005) have
presented filament detection method, which also uses various image segmentation
techniques for Hα spectroheliograms.
What we present in this paper, is a new filament extraction and tracking
algorithm, which can be used during real-time observations. We have developed
this algorithm as a substitute to the morphological operations in order to suit our
requirements. Eventually, we would like to integrate the whole procedure with a
new instrument, the Dual Beam Hα Doppler System, that is under development
at USO. The instrument has been planned to observe the full disc of the Sun in
two beams; a low-cadence beam (mode a) to monitor the activation of filaments,
and a high-cadence beam (mode b) that would record Doppler shifts at several
positions along the Hα line profile for activated erupting filaments. Using this, we
can obtain the true velocities of erupting filaments. We plan to use the algorithm
presented here for mode a to detect an activated filament, which would provide
a real-time signal of a filament that is going to erupt. Based on this signal
a threshold for activated filaments would be decided, on crossing which mode
b would start taking the high-cadence images through a tunable Fabry-Perot
filter, along the Hα line profile.
1SOHO LASCO CME Catalog at http://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CME list/index.html
2Computer Aided CME Tracking catalogue at http://www.sidc.oma.be/cactus/
3TRACE Flare Catalog at http://hea-www.harvard.edu/trace/flare catalog/index.html
4http://www.solarmonitor.org/index.php
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2. Data reduction
We have used full-disc Hα images from Udaipur Solar Observatory (USO), taken
on 2008 Apr 26 and from Kanzhelho¨he Solar Observatory (KSO) taken on 2005
Jan 05 for this study. There is a quiescent filament close to the disc centre on
2008 Apr 26, parts of which erupted later during the observing period. On 2005
Jan 05, there is a large quiescent filament stretching for more than half a solar
radius in the North-Western part of the solar disc. This filament completely
erupted in a very short period of time.
2.1. Preprocessing
This step involves dark subtraction and flat fielding of the images. Since different
images have different intensities, it is necessary to bring them to a certain defined
level, after which comparison between them can be handled in a convenient and
uniform way. Hence, the normalisation procedure is used. The formula used for
the same is:
Inorm = (Iin − c)×
b− a
d− c + a, (1)
where, Iin and Inorm are the input and output image intensities respectively; a
and b are the desired minimum and maximum intensities of the output image;
and c and d are the minimum and maximum intensities of the input image.
In solar images, it is very much possible that there are some ‘outliers’, i.e.
points where the intensity is either very much less than or very much more than
the average intensity in the image. If we simply have these intensities as the
values for c and d in the equation above, we will get an output image with
very low contrast. To avoid this, c and d are taken to be the minimum and
maximum intensities of the input image after removing 5% pixels having the
lowest intensity and 5% pixels having the highest intensity.
2.2. Solar disc alignment
For the series of consecutive images, the solar disc may not always be at a fixed
position in all of them, because of the errors in telescope tracking. In order to
analyse the images in sequence, it is necessary to bring the solar disc in each
of them at a fixed position, preferably at the centre of the image. To achieve
this, we have developed a program that detects the radius and coordinates of
centre of the solar disc in each image. For this, derivatives along several rows
and columns were computed. The point at which the derivative was minimum
or maximum was a point on the edge of the disc, because of the steep intensity
gradient. Thus, the centre and radius of each image was determined and the
image was shifted so as to bring the solar disc at its centre. This method is a
lot simpler and time-saving compared to the manual selection of a feature and
then shifting the image.
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Figure 1. Full disc Hα image taken from Udaipur Solar Observatory on 2008 Apr 26 after
applying dark subtraction, flat fielding and normalisation.
2.3. Limb darkening removal
In the case of photospheric and chromosphere full disc images, limb darkening
is a major issue (Pierce and Slaughter, 1977; Neckel and Labs, 1994). As light
emitted close to the limb passes through a thicker slab of atmosphere compared
to the light coming from the disc centre, we see the limb darker than the disc
centre. To correct for this effect, the average centre to limb variation (CLV) was
determined for each image by finding the CLV in intervals of 0.5◦. A 5th order
polynomial was fitted to average CLV, and a full disc image was created using
this polynomial function with the same radius and centre coordinates as the
input image. The normalised input image was then divided by this image and
multiplied by the average value of the disc intensity to provide the image with
limb darkening removed.
2.4. Foreshortening correction
Since the Sun is a spherical body, an image of the disc of the Sun suffers from
‘foreshortening’, i.e., an area of, say, 10× 10 pixels on the disc covers a larger
area on the Sun if it is present close to the limb than if it is present near the
disc centre. As a consequence, a solar feature present near the solar limb would
appear smaller than its actual size on the Sun. The correction applied to the
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Figure 2. Image in Figure 1 after applying corrections for limb darkening and foreshortening.
The region greater than r ≥ 0.9 is filled with the average value at the centre, to cover the gaps
in the image after applying Eqns 2 and 3.
images is given below (SK03).
r′ =
√
1−
√
1− r2, (2)
where, r is the fractional radius of solar disc in the original image and r′ is the
fractional radius of solar disc in the corrected image.
However, it is not enough to simply map intensity at a distance r to a distance
r′, because the area around the point r would not be preserved in this case. To
preserve the area, the following area transformation given by Enger et al. (1966),
Ambastha and Bhatnagar (1988).
Acorrected =
Aapparent
0.2 r +
√
1− r2 (3)
Here, as before, r is the fractional solar radius. Thus, when the correction is
applied, an area Aapparent located at a distance r is rebinned to area Acorrected
and placed at a distance r′.
From Eqn. 3 we can see that as we go closer and closer to the limb (r → 1),
Acorrected goes as r
−1, and at r = 1, Acorrected grows to five times Aapparent.
In such a case, even after rebinning, there are a few on the corrected solar disc,
which cannot be mapped onto. To counter this issue, we have carried out the
correction only up to r = 0.9. This is justifiable, since, no filament of our current
interest is located so close to the solar limb.
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3. Filament extraction
To extract solar filaments from Hα images, SK03 as well as Fuller, Aboudarham, and Bentley
(2005) have made use of morphological image processing tools, namely closing
and opening. On using the same technique, it was observed that area of the
filament was not preserved. A filament may exist in the form of a number of
broken fragments, especially when it is activated. The broken fragments were
found to merge on application of morphological closing. To be able to detect
activated or disappearing filaments, it is advisable to keep the filament area as
accurate as possible. Therefore, in our study, we have used a different method,
a rigorous algorithm where each contiguous group of pixels is checked to decide
if it is a filament fragment.
3.1. Intensity and size threshold
This process involves comparing intensity of each pixel of the image with an
intensity threshold to determine if the pixel is part of the filament (1 or white) or
if it is part of the background (0 or black). If we use a uniform value of threshold,
it is known as a global threshold, while if we use threshold that changes all over
the image, it is known as a variable threshold.
g(x, y) =
{
1 for f(x, y) > Txy
0 for f(x, y) ≤ Txy
(4)
The important thing to do now is find the threshold function in Eq 4. We have
used the variable local thresholding method described in Gonzalez and Woods
(2002) and SK03 for this purpose. The first step is calculation of median at every
pixel in the image over a 19× 19 neighbourhood centred on the pixel, denoted
as med19(x, y). A lower cutoff value (Iinf ) and a higher cutoff value (Isup) are
selected, which are respectively 10% and 90% of the total intensity range of the
image. If the median value at a pixel is less than Iinf , threshold is equal to
binary value 0, and if it is greater than Isup, threshold is eauql to binary value
1. If the pixel intensity lies in between Iinf and Isup, threshold is equal to the
median value calculated in the previous step (SK03).
Txy =


Iinf for med19(x, y) ≤ Iinf
med19(x, y) for Iinf ≤ med19(x, y) ≤ Isup
Isup for med19(x, y) ≥ Iinf
(5)
This gives a binary image in which very bright regions are marked as white,
and very dark regions, which also includes area of the image outside the solar
disc are marked as black; while the rest of the image is marked black or white
based on the threshold calculated in the formula above.
However, the image also contains some features which when compared with
the original image, are seen to be not filaments, but regions where intensity is
similar to that of filaments, like the granular pattern in chromosphere. But we
found that these regions are typically less than 12 pixels in size. Hence a size
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Figure 3. Binary image obtained after applying intensity and size thresholds for the KSO
image on 2005 Jan 05. The black circle marks the edge of the solar disc. Fragments belonging
to the same filament are colour-coded and labelled.
threshold is applied where contiguous white regions less than 12 pixels in size
are turned to black. At the end of this step, we get a binary image, as shown
in Figure 3, with all the filaments identified as differently coloured regions. The
black circle shown is the radius of the solar disc.
3.2. Filament identification
It is observed that a single large filament is broken into several small fragments.
The image obtained after thresholding also contains several such regions. We
employ the 40-pixel-distance criterion to identify fragments of a single filament
(Gao, Wang, and Zhou, 2002). First of all, pixel coordinates of all the contiguous
regions are extracted. The region with the largest fragment is labelled 1, the next
largest is labelled 2, and so on. The fragment labelled 1 is then compared with
all other fragments, to check if the two lie within a distance 40 pixels from each
other. Assuming that filaments are thread-like structures, this step takes care
of the possibility that the two fragments could lie one after the other in any
direction, and in the rare case of they lying side by side. Any fragment thus
identified lying close to fragment lebelled 1 is also labelled 1. Such a fragment is
again compared with all remaining fragments to check if it lies within a distance
of 40 pixels. Once fragment 1 is checked with all other fragments, fragment 2
is checked with the remaining fragments. This procedure is repeated till we run
out of all the fragments.
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Figure 4. Left panel: As compared to Figure 3, labelling in the a consequent image has
gone wrong because of non-uniform fragment sizes. Right panel: The corrected labelling after
employing the 15-pixel-distance criterion. Also note that newly detected fragments are assigned
new labels.
In order to track the filament across all the images in a given day, it is
necessary to retain the labels. For the next image in the sequence, the filament
identification step remains the same, at the end of which, we would get appro-
priate fragments of the next image grouped into a single filament, and identified
with a unique label. However, as fragments may change their shape as well as
size with time, and labelling of fragments depends on their size, the labelling
for the next image may be different from that in the previous image. Hence, we
have used the 15-pixel-distance criterion, where filaments of the new image are
compared with filaments of the previous image, and if they are found to lie at a
distance of less than 15 pixels from each other, filament label of the original image
is assigned to the corresponding filament of the new image. Taking into account
the new fragments coming up in images, or multiple fragments merging to form
a single fragment, the 15-pixel-distance criterion proved to be a satisfactory
method to keep track of a given filament.
4. Results and discussion
The program was developed in Interactive Data Language (IDL), version 6.3 at
USO, and was used to track and label the filaments. The program was used to
analyse 132 images for 2008 Apr 26 and 178 images for 2005 Jan 05. Figures 5
and 6 shows images for the two events of filament disappearance studied. The
program computes total area of a given filament in terms of pixels, the sum of
lengths of all the fragments identified to be belonging to the filament, and the
number of fragments making up the filament. While a binary image obtained
after thresholding is being analysed by the program, we have information about
position of all points of the filaments present in it, which can be used to find the
intensity changes in the image. The results for the two filaments detected, are
shown in Figures 7 and 8.
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Figure 5. Hα images from Udaipur Solar Observatory, for 2008 Jan 26 showing the filament
in its stable state (a) and while it is disappearing (b).
We find from Figure 7 that area as well as length of filament 1 (the filament
close to the disc centre in Figure 5) decreases gradually over time from around
more than 150 pixels to about 20 pixels. Indeed images of the full day show
the filament gradually disappearing. However, the algorithm could not detect
the filament for the full duration for which observations were carried out. This
was primarily due to the deteriorating seeing conditions at the observing site;
it becomes difficult to observe the same filament even without bringing the
algorithm into picture.
Figure 6 shows the filaments on 2005 Jan 05 at different times. The long
thick filament, labelled 1, is seen to erupt very rapidly in a time span of less
than an hour. Figure 8 shows the total area, total length and the number of
fragments of the same filament. We can see here that the area and length of
this filament remains almost constant for most of the time. It is only over the
last 50 minutes that the filament disappears. From the figure we can also say
for sure that the disappearance began at 13:06 UT. The number of fragments of
this particular filament does not change much for as long as the filament area
is constant. However, as the filament starts to disappear, we can see it breaking
up into several fragments. However, this number goes down as rapidly as it rises
and, at the end there are only a few small fragments left behind (bottom panel
in Figure 8).
To carry out corrections for limb darkening, foreshortening, and applying the
algorithm, a regular desktop computer required on an average 1 minute for one
image. We would be operating mode a of the Dual Beam Hα Doppler System at
a cadence of around 1 image per minute. Thus the algorithm is well-suited to be
operated in real-time for giving out a warning of a possible filament eruption.
It should be noted that the algorithm was built keeping in my mind our
primary interest—the disappearance of filaments. It is observed that during the
disappearance, parts of the filament lose their material. Some of the fragments
totally disappear, while some others shrink in size. In this regard, we found that
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Figure 6. Hα images from Kanzelho¨he Solar Observatory, for 2005 Jan 05 showing the
filament and its rapid eruption at different times.
our algorithm fares better than the technique given in SK03, since we do not
lose information on any of the fragments constituting a filament, nor do we fill
the gaps between two neighbouring fragments.
5. Summary
This algorithm is capable of routinely cataloguing filaments including the erup-
tives ones, with their attributes such as location, length, area and number of
fragments. Another important information that can be sought using this algo-
rithm is to establish a criterion for eruptive filaments based on a sudden or
gradual change in its length, area and the number of fragments, hours prior to
it complete eruption.
Using this algorithm with the full disk Hα images on a near real-time basis will
help us in understanding the process of eruption of the filament itself. Recently,
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Figure 7. Total area (top panel), total length (middle panel), and number of fragments
(bottom panel) of the filament labelled 1 observed on 2008 Apr 26.
Joshi and Srivastava (2007) have shown that slow ascent of filaments is often
observed in many eruptive prominences that are associated with CMEs. In fact
from an analysis of He 304 A˚ images it was found that this slow ascent can
be detected in 75% of quiescent eruptive filaments. As the time duration for
this slow ascent varies between 1-4 days prior to their eruption, the detection of
ascent will be crucial. This can be used for forecasting of eruptive filaments and
hence their associated CMEs, with very few false alarms.
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Figure 8. Total area (top panel), total length (middle panel), and number of fragments
(bottom panel) of the filament labelled 1 observed on 2005 Jan 05.
Recently Martin et al. (2008) presented a broad concept for the build-up to
eruptive events which consists of a CME, an eruptive prominence, a cavity
around the filament and a flare. This is primarily based on the hypothesis
that CMEs are causally linked to the formation, evolution and maintenance
of filament channels and filaments. They suggest various stages in the build-up
to eruption. The algorithm is capable of detecting, extracting and estimating
various attributes of filaments with better accuracy and will thus be used for
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testing the concept of how CMEs are linked to the evolution of filament channel,
filament evolution and associated magnetic fields.
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